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Wednesday, October 17, 2012
If at first you don’t succeed,
try, try again. Then quit.
There’s no point in beinga
damn fool about it.
-W.C. Fields

Student Realizes
Houghton Has a
Bus System After
Seeing MUB Bus
Stop
By Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

A 4th year Materials Science
major has recently realized that
Houghton does in fact has a
bus system after they noticed
that the MUB has what looks
like a bus stop in front of it. This
realization came as part of the
recent installation of the bus
stop right outside of the main
MUB entrance.
“I was so shocked,” the student stated. “I never knew
there was a public transportation system in Houghton until
I saw that thing that looks like
a bus stop. At first I thought it
was a gazebo for getting out
of the rain while being picked
up, but to my surprise I was
wrong!”
The realization that there is a
bus system in Houghton after
see Jill on back

The Wrong Batteries, Part 1:
A Slightly Fabricated Turn of Events.
By Zambi ~ Guest Writer Extraordinaire

It was a dark and freezing-rainy night
in mid-October. My roommate had received a package from the DHH desk
earlier in the day containing a plain gray
Furby, from some friends who thought it
would be funny to buy one on ebay. It
sat on her desk, power off, eyes open,
staring into my very soul as I tried to go
to sleep. I was overcome by those terrible eyes, so I climbed out of bed to
put a blanket or something over it so it
wouldn’t be looking at me.
Suddenly, my roommate burst through
the door with a pile of Walmart bags in
her hands, and muttered, “I got some
batteries for that… thing. Want to try
turning it on and freak out our friends?”
“Sure, why not. How many kinds of batteries you got?”
We opened a package of triple-A’s and
shoved a few of them into the Furby in
what seemed to be the right orientation
– with help from a few passing electrical engineers – and flipped the switch.
At the moment of truth… nothing happened. Not a sound, not a flicker.
“Maybe we should try these double-A’s
instead! I bought a bunch of different
kinds.” said my roommate, with an in-

creasing degree of interest.
We repeated the procedure with a few
double-A batteries, which had to be
jammed into the casing with a pocketknife, duct tape, and a sonic screwdriver. Again, we flipped the switch…
nothing. “Maybe it doesn’t work” said a
passing humanities major, but we didn’t
listen to them, because what do they
know of electronics?
“We need more power… time to bring
out the D flashlight batteries!” I said
to my roommate. “You bought some,
right?”
“Of course.”
Making this Furby functional again had
somehow become my passion and my
calling. I was ready to stay up all night
to bring this small furry creature to life
again, with whatever means I had at my
disposal. I was of but one purpose…
the life of this Furby had become MY
life.
The D batteries were going to do it, we
were sure. With that much electrical
power, how could it NOT work? With
bated breath and some really shoddy

see Jack on back

The Steaming Pile

Straight from You-Know-Where!

Song Titles With One Word Replaced With ‘Wang’
(Don’t Fear) The Wang
867-530Wang
99 Wangballons
All the Single Wangs
Any Wang You Want It
Bangawang
Blinded By The Wang
Boulevard of Broken Wangs
Carry On Wangward Son
Chocolate Wang
Cum On Feel The Wang
Dark Side Of The Wang
Dirty Wangs Done Dirt Cheap
Don’t Wang Me Like That
Down on the Wang
Duel Of The Wangs
Evacuwang the Dancefloor
Eye of the Wang

Feels Like the First Wang
FREEEEEWANNNGGGGG
Get Ready for Wang
Gimme Some Wang
I Believe I can Wang
I Did It My Wang
I Kissed a Wang (and I Liked It)
I Want to Hold Your Wang
I Want To Wang Free
I Want You To Wang Me
It’s Raining Wangs
Jump On My Wang
Land Of 1000 Wangs
Little Wang Man
Only Wanna Wang With You
Ride of the Wangs
Stairway to Wang
Suck My Wang

Continued on back
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Yes, We Deliver
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I don’t have millions of sperm;
I just have five really big ones!

482-5100

from Jack on front

LoL Terminology
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wiring, we switched the little monster on… and not a single sign of life registered in its terrible gray eyes.
My roommate sighed. “It’s dead. They bought a broken Furby. Oh well.”

Brought to you by Jon “Big-O” Mahan

But I was focused. I would not waver. I would bring this creature back to life,
it was my destiny. Carefully, silently, I opened the Walmart bag to see just one
package left: the 9-volt battery.

To be continued...
from Jill on front

this recent installation is extremely widespread. A poll done by the statistics
group in the Math Department shows
that 67% of all Michigan Tech students
and faculty made this realization recently
as well. It wasn’t until they saw the bus
stop and had someone explain to them
that those are not elderly folk home busses and were in fact public transporta-
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tion that they finally made the realization.
However, even though public knowledge on the bus system is becoming
more widespread, one report done
by an independent firm shows that revenues will not increase due to the fact
that “no one would ever want to take
a bus when their friends all have cars.”
When we later caught up with the Materials Science student to inquire about if
she now used the bus system, she was
not hesitant to tell us “It’s not really that
useful for me, but it’s just cool to know
we have one.”
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Here’s the rest of the Pile, for
those of you who haven’t
gotten your fill of wangs :P
If you want more wang piles
just let us know!
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buying our own damn printer that this publication is
printed on. We would also like to thank the Student
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costs. And our vuvuzelas.
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“I’m sorry, but you can’t bring back the dead… I’m going to bed now, it’s 1 in
the morning and I have 8am circuits tomorrow.”

STEER

“No,” I replied quickly, “we can fix him! We have to!”

Friday: 6:00, 8:30 and 11:00 PM
Saturday: 6:00, 8:30 and 11:00 PM

Sweet Wang O’ Mine
The Sound of Wang
The Star Wangled Banner

FLASH
GLOBAL
HARASS
INHIBITORS
INITIATE
INSTALOCK

JUNGLE
KILLSTEAL
MIA
NEXUS
PENTA
PICK

The Wang That Got Away
Through the Fire and Wangs
Wang Me Maybe
Wang Me Up When Sept. Ends
Wang Of An Angel
Wang of the Tiger
Wang Rhapsody
Wang with No Name

SINGED
SNARE
STUN
SUPPORT
SURRENDER
TANK

TAUNT
TEEMO
TOWERHUG
TROLL
TURRETS
UTILITY

Wangball Wizard
Wanging Up In Vegas
Wangnam Style
Wangnologic
Wangs Don’t Lie
Who Let the Wangs Out
You Can Wang Me Al
Your Wang Is My Drug

